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QUESTION 1

You identified poorly performing SQL by analyzing the V$SQL and V$SQLSTATS views. You want to investigate the
plans for these SQL statements.Which two methods can you use to pull out the execution plan from the library cache for
the already executed SQL? (Choose two.) 

A. Query V$SQL_PLAN to view the execution plan. 

B. Query DBA_HIST_SQL_PLAN to view the execution plan. 

C. Copy and paste the SQL text from the V$SQL view and use EXPLAIN PLAN to generate the execution plan. 

D. Use the dbms_xplan.display_cursor function with the SQL ID and child number to generate the execution plan. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You notice that two wait events, Latch:cache buffer chains and Latch:cache buffer LRU chains, appear consistently in
the Top 5 Timed Events for your database.Which two options describe what these wait events indicate? (Choose two.) 

A. Latch:cache buffer LRU chains - indicates excessive block replacement 

B. Latch:cache buffer LRU chains - indicates insufficient size of application cursor cache 

C. Latch:cache buffer chains - indicates inefficient SQL that accesses many blocks repeatedly 

D. Latch:cache buffer chains - indicates that there are several sessions waiting for a buffer that is presently being read
into the buffer cache by another session 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the output of the following query: SQL> SELECT tablespace_name, tablespace_size, allocated_space,
free_space 2 FROM DBA_TEMP_FREE_SPACE; TABLESPACE_NAME TABLESPACE_SIZE ALLOCATED_SPACE
FREE_SPACE ------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------- TEMP_L 157286400 144048128 157220864
TEMP 105906176 105906176 0 After some time you executed the same command and observed a different output, as
shown below: SQL> SELECT tablespace_name, tablespace_size, allocated_space, free_space 2 FROM
DBA_TEMP_FREE_SPACE; TABLESPACE_NAME TABLESPACE_SIZE ALLOCATED_SPACE FREE_SPACE
------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------- TEMP_L 131072 65536 65536 TEMP 105906176 105906176 0 

Why has the output changed? 

A. because checkpoint occurred 

B. because the TEMP_L tablespace was shrunk 
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C. because the database instance was restarted 

D. because no sort operations are running currently 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the values for the following initialization parameters: 

STATISTICS_LEVEL = TYPICAL TIMED_STATISTICS = true You are managing an online transaction processing
(OLTP) system. Application users notice that some queries have poor response time. You determine that queries from
session ID 27, serial number 60, for user OE are heavy-resource 

consumers. To investigate further, you enabled tracing for the session by executing the following command: SQL>
EXECUTE dbms_system.set_sql_trace_in_session (27, 60, true); Which statement is true? 

A. The tkprof output file for the trace generated would display only the timed statistics for the SQL statements. 

B. The tkprof output file for the trace generated would display statistics for all the sessions created by the user OE. 

C. The tkprof output file for the trace generated would display bind variable values if bind variables are used in the
queries executed in the session. 

D. The tkprof output file for the trace generated would not display bind variable values if bind variables are used in the
queries executed in the session. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Examine the following block: 

BEGIN 

DBMS_WORKLOAD_REPOSITORY.DROP_BASELINE (baseline_name => \\'peak baseline\\', cascade => FALSE,
dbid => 3310949047); 

END; 

Why would you use the FALSE value for the CASCADE parameter while dropping the baseline? 

A. because it does not remove snapshots associated with the baseline 

B. because it does not drop the template that is used to create the baseline 

C. because it does not remove the baseline from the performance page if it appears there 

D. because it does not remove the Automatic Database Diagnostic Management (ADDM) results from the Automatic
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Workload Repository (AWR) that were generated using the baseline 

Correct Answer: A 
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